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Now you, too, can survive anything, anywhere!Lost in the desert? Stuck in quicksand? Confronted

by a man-eating tiger? Trapped at a school dance? Fear not, brave reader! With this essential

survival guide, you'll find a way to get yourself out of every imaginable predicament, whether it's an

avalanche or a zombie invasion!How to survive anything all in one handy book! Inside you'll find out

how to treat a snakebite, send an SOS message, track an animal, make a map, and build a ladder.

Find out how to survive a school dance, a shopping trip with your mom, a pop quiz, and a shark

attack!
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I love to get books for kids as gifts (especially classics), and sometimes it's hard to think of a "fun"

book for boys between 9-12. I really think the Book of Survival is a great one. The chapters alternate

between humorous advice and practical helps. I'm not sure if the advice on surviving polar bears,

piranhas, sharks, and the abominable snowman would work, but I think the boys will keep on

reading. The author does offer some helpful advice on planning expeditions, being a good leader,

and using a compass. I am also very concerned about authors (I've never read before) sneaking

something crude or dirty into kids' books. I read every word. This book is clean and I bought 4

copies for my son, nephews, and a friend.



THE BOYS' BOOK OF SURVIVAL is a uniquely comedic book that can help young boys face any

situation - from a zombie invasion, to a school dance, to landing an airplane.There are many

educational tips in this book that can be used in real life if one every got lost or stuck in a forest or

was in any other dire situation. There are also impractical, yet funny, tips on how to survive alien

invasions and disastrous pimples.Guy Campbell writes witty and useful tips that will keep the reader

wanting more. This book is a very quick read and the great illustrations by Simon Ecob only

enhance the book's overall satisfaction.And don't think that this book is only useful for boys; being

an 18-year-old girl, I found this book very helpful, as well. I learned how to survive many dangerous

situations, such as walking into quicksand or confronting a bear.No matter your age or gender, this

is one fast and funny read.Reviewed by: Steph

My 8 year old son absolutly loves this book, its his second copy. His first copy got left out in the yard

and got soaked. He was just torn apart about it so I went on  and got his second copy. Its a great

book for kids his age and good reading.

I am a 10 year old who had read the Dangerous Book for Boys... I loved this one. Wishing to read

other similar books, I bought this one and was certainly not disappointed.Although the book is

realtively short, all the chapters inside it are fascinating and reveal awesome information I had never

come across before.If you are wishing to buy a book that will entertain a young boy, this is certainly

IT!!!!!!!!

I bought this book for my 10 year old son. AndHe love the book he thought it was funny too..I like

the fact that because is for boys it got hisAttention to read it : )Anything that brings a smile to your

childYou got to love! Great book!

Great. Given to a 14 year old boy for christmas. He loved it and is having so much fun with it.

My son has been interested in survival, wilderness, and camping books ever since we read "My

Side of the Mountain" (great book), so when I found this guide and saw the old fashioned cover I

thought "perfect". There are some good chapters, like "How to Make a Dugout Canoe", or "How to

Track a Wild Animal" or "How to make a Survival Pack". Just be aware you can also learn to

"Survive a Zombie invasion", "Haunting" and "Alien Invasion". I didn't think to look for those myself

and that's not the kind of book we were looking for.



I ordered 2 of these for my nephews, ages 7 and 13, and I'm sure they will both love it. When it

arrived, I began to flip through the pages to see if I thought it was appropriate for them and I ended

up sitting down and reading the whole thing, from cover to cover. (and I'm not even a boy!) Some of

it is good info. and worth discussing and some of it is pure comedy. Don't hesitate - anyone would

love this book!
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